GOVERNOR'S (HOUSEHOLD) SECRETARIAT
WEST BENGAL
RAJ BHAVAN :: KOLKATA

No. M/T-5/13

Date:

NOTICE

Quotations in sealed cover are invited by the Special Secretary to the Governor of West Bengal and Comptroller, Governor's (Household) Secretariat from the Registered Firms, Agencies/ Suppliers for transportation of Household Goods from Raj Bhavan, Kolkata to Raj Bhavan, Darjeeling and back for the ensuing Governor's tour to Darjeeling during the period from 25.11.2019 to 10.12.2019. The schedule for the transportation shall be as follows:

25th November'2019
9.00 a.m. The vehicle (LCV-19/feet) reports at Raj Bhavan.
6.00 p.m. The vehicle departs from Raj Bhavan, Kolkata via Silliguri for Raj Bhavan, Darjeeling.

26th November'2019
Halt at Silliguri Circuit House for the night.

27th November'2019
6.00 a.m. The vehicle departs for Raj Bhavan, Darjeeling
10.30 a.m. Arrives at Raj Bhavan, Darjeeling. Unloaded and released by evening.

09th December'2019
Vehicle reports to Raj Bhavan, Darjeeling for loading.

10th December'2019
11.00 a.m. Depart for Raj Bhavan, Kolkata from Raj Bhavan, Darjeeling.

11th December'2019
5 p.m. Arrive at Raj Bhavan, Kolkata, unloading on 12th December'2019.

Quotations in sealed cover for the transportation charges must reach to the undersigned by 3 p.m. on 18.11.2019. The quotations will be opened at 4.00 p.m. on 18.11.2019 in the presence of such quotationers who may wish to remain present. The rate quoted must be clearly stated in both figures and words and shall be inclusive of all charges. Duly signed Quotation must be submitted by the Firms, Agencies/ Supplier’s Letter Head superscribed “Quotation for transportation of Household Goods”. Payments will be made from this office on submission of bills in due course.

Sd/-
( K. Charkaborty )
Special Secretary to the Governor of West Bengal
and Comptroller, Governor’s (H) Secretariat

No. 2586/1(2) M /T-5/13

Date 09.11.2019

Copy forwarded for information and necessary action to:
1. Notice Board of Governor’s (H) Secretariat, Raj Bhavan, Kolkata.
2. Network Administrator for up loading the notice in Raj Bhavan Website.
3. Office copy.

OSD to the Governor of West Bengal,
and Dy. Comptroller, Governor’s (H) Secretariat.